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Carpool program expands
Parking Services turns to carpool alternative to save gas and minimize traffic on campus.
ALLIE RICE
STAFF WRITER

Those coveted, yellow parking spots
that started popping up all over campus
last year may seem like they are always
empty, but don't be fooled — the pilot
carpool program has experienced much
success. Up and running since February
2009, this program was initially a part of
the 2007 master parking plan as drafted
by the parking advisement committee
and is now in its second semester as
part of the Clemson University parking
initiative to reduce the number of cars
on campus.
"Due to some obstacles, we didn't
get the project off the ground until the
spring of 2009, and then there were budget issues that kept us from marketing
it the way we wanted to," said Interim
Director of Parking Services, Vanessa
Weston.
The pilot program, which hoped to
sign up 100 carpooling groups during its
first semester, faced a harsh reality when
they registered only eight groups. The
feedback from these members was positive though, and with better marketing
the pilot continued into fall 2009. This
semester there are 33 groups signed up.
Cindy Cannon, a returning patron to

the initiative, expressed great satisfaction
with the program. "It's a great way to get
to campus, park closer to our classes and
I have saved so much money in gas, not
to mention the benefits for the environment. The only drawback is occasionally
someone will be in 'our' spot."
While the initiative has certainly
reduced the number of commuters on
campus and cut down on fuel emissions, it still has not taken off in the way
that parking services originally hoped it
would.
A set back to the program is the main
requirement that commuters' schedules
match up before they are admitted into
the program, which for many students
has proved too difficult.
"We've looked into purchasing a
ride-matching program to alleviate this
problem, but the software is very costly.
We are hoping to work with CCIT to
come up with a software of our own in
the future," said Weston.
Along with the requirement of
compatible schedules, carpool commuters must also be full-time students or
employees of the University, live along
a reasonable commuting path and prove
ownership of separate vehicles. Drivers of
motorcycles, motor scooters and mopeds
are not eligible.

Carpool parking program has grown from eight groups to 33 this year and makes parking convenient for students.
License plate blurred for privacy purposes.

For a full-time commuting student,
a carpool pass costs $37.50 per semester,
which includes a decal for each car and a
hangtag to be shared among the group.
Each member of the carpooling group is
also given five occasional parking permits
(and can purchase additional passes at $3
a piece) that can be used if a commuter
needs to drive separately to campus,

as well as three guaranteed rides home
in emergency situations. Members can
also follow Clemson parking services on
Twitter to be updated on any temporary
or long-term changes.
"We have had so much positive feedback and a number of repeaters in the
program that it gives us high hopes for
where this pilot program will go in the

future," said Weston. "One group was so
excited about the program that they actually went home after getting approved for
their permits and came back and brought
us a cake!"
For more information on the carpooling program, go to the Parking
Services page on the University Web

Checking the label

Promoting peace

New program protects the environment and student health.

Plans for an All-Faiths Chapel set in stone.

KIM HETZLER
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STAFF WRITER

Healthy Campus Initiative, a program promoting
healthy options for students, has revamped its programs to
include a "green" emphasis and will be implemented for the
first time this year.
Dr. Joy Smith, associate vice president of Student Affairs
and the dean of students, asked Redfern's Health Promotions
Office to look into a program that would focus on nutrition,
fitness and stress reduction for students. Jennifer Goree,
a health educator in the Health Promotions Office, was
intrigued. She looked into the idea, and the more she learned
about the topics, the more strongly she believed that these
ideas were inextricably tied to the environment and issues
of sustainability. "We can't see the forest for the trees. If we
aren't taking care of our planet and air, our water won't be
healthy, and our air will be polluted," said Goree.
The Healthy Campus Initiative's tagline, "Good for you.
Good for everyone." reflects this philosophy. Goree says that
this focus on global issues will spark interest in a wider population of students. She said, "If you're 20 years old, you're not
worried about blood pressure or diabetes," referring to the
original idea of simply incorporating personal health issues
into the program.
The nascent program is beginning this year with a secondary review of previous studies completed by Redfern on
the environmental awareness at Clemson and a qualitative
analysis of how students view the issue of sustainability. In
addition, a Living Learning Community of students from
the College of Health, Education, and Human Development
(HEHD) in Mauldin Hall is being offered prototypical programs in order to gauge the response before they are opened
to the entire University.
The students of the Living Learning Community are
being offered stress reduction programs and are required to
complete community service. One option for these service
hours is volunteering in the Garden Collaborative, located in
the South Carolina Botanical Gardens.

Laura Warren, an undergraduate student completing an
internship with the Health Promotions Office, explains that
the programs offered are healthy choices for the students as
well as the environment. "The events are meant to act as a
stress reliever for the students. They include a waterfall hike,
classes in healthy cooking methods and a movie and game
night," says Warren.
This year, the Living Learning Community is being used
to collect data about the response to these programs with the
intent of expanding them in the coming years. Both Goree
and Warren hope to see more student participation in the
future, as well as a campus-wide focus on environmental
sustainability.
Later this semester, Goree hopes to hold, as pan of the
Initiative, a Sustainability Challenge, modeled after the Tiger
Fitness Challenge. Challenges would include a weeklong
elimination of meat, reduction of electricity use and avoidance of over-packaged food.
In the future, the Healthy Campus Initiative will include
training modules, focus groups and an online discussion
board for participants to share their experiences and progress.
Within five years, Goree hopes to see the Initiative
woven into every aspect of the University. Though not every
class can focus on the complicated issues of sustainability,
every class can relate to some facet of it.
"This could be something the faculty incorporates into
coursework. In English class, they could write about it, for
example," said Goree. "It wouldn't have to be directly related
to the curriculum."
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KATHLEEN ROBINSON
STAFF WRITER

A project is currendy in the works
to create a memorial to all the students
who have passed away while enrolled at
Clemson University. The ongoing project
would include the construction of an
All-Faith's Chapel, as well as a Student
Memorial Garden on campus.
The idea for a student memorial was
first envisioned as early as six years ago
by the class of 2003. The idea initially
was for a sculpture that would be built to
commemorate the students Clemson has
lost over the years, but over time evolved
to the current chapel and garden project.
"The project has always been student
driven," said Dr. Peter Cohen, a member
of the Site Selection Committee appointed for the project as well as an instructor
of religion.
In addition to serving as a memorial,
the chapel will provide students with a
place of contemplation. It is designed
for people of all faiths and will allow
students to have a place to go when they
feel the need to take time for themselves,
to meditate or to simply be alone with
their thoughts. The chapel may also be
utilized as a place for memorial services
and special speakers.
As the project gained momentum last
spring, President Barker appointed a Site
Selections Committee. The committee
is responsible for finding an appropriate site for the chapel and garden. The
committee will soon be meeting with
architects as well as a number of other
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construction professionals to aid them
in this decision. A student committee is
also in place, which serves to solve the
remaining responsibilities associated with
the chapel.
The project is privately funded.
Therefore, a great deal of money must be
raised in order to bring it to completion.
To date $150,000 has been raised by
students through fundraising and several
events are scheduled to further the efforts
of the students dedicated to the project.
On Nov. 8, a Clemson Student
Memorial 5k Walk/Run will take place
on campus for further fundraising for the
project. The event is backed by the Greek
Councils who have elected to help plan
the project.
"The 5k is going to be a great time,"
said Jeff Henry, chair of the Site Selection
Committee. "We're expecting it to be
huge and there will be good food, a band
and even a professional racing group
coming to Clemson for the event."
A Clemson "Days of Tradition" calendar has also been created to be sold
for project funding. Calendars can be
purchased a few weeks from now on
campus, downtown or on the University
Web site.
The All-Faiths Chapel and Student
Garden Memorial Project is progressing
but is in no way near completion. Despite
the failing economy, this project is not
frozen like so many others. The project
is student-backed and the money for the
project has been earmarked for years for
the specific purpose of building a student
memorial.
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Practice makes perfect
NetworkBash provides students with networking experience.
ALYSSA MAUTE

*".>

Reading for
a cause

STAFF WRITER

The second annual NetworkBash will
be held for students on Nov. 4 from 1 p.m.
to 8 p.m. in the Hendrix Student Center.
"The purpose of the NetworkBash is
to bring students, industries and academia
together to talk about jobs," said Bobby
Rettew, founder of NetworkBash.
NetworkBash is a day-long event
designed to educate students on how to
pitch themselves and how to use social
media as a tool for building relationships
and networking with professionals.
"So much about getting a job and
being successful is making connections and
networking," said Ashley Cowden, business
writing instructor. "This is such a huge skill
for students to learn and they are going to
use it."
The event will consist of seminar style
workshops in McKissick Theater and an
interactive pitching session designed to help
students craft, practice and even film their
pitches. In the pitching session, industry
professionals will be working one-on-one
with students to help them learn to effectively pitch themselves.
"One of the hardest things to teach is
how to network and how to build relationships," said Rettew. "Students can go to
a career day and hand out a resume, but
if you want to learn how to sell yourself
face-to-face, shake a hand, walk into a
crowd and stand out; if you want to join
the conversation about building relationships, then you need to be a part of the
NetworkBash."
The seminar sessions held in McKissick
Theater will include workshops on Twitter,
Linkedln, blogs, face-to-face communication and a panel discussion. The event
will commence with an after parry where

Sigma Tau Delta to sponsor the
second annual book exchange.
REBECCA HOLLAND
COPY EDITOR

Cory Free assisted in organizing NetworkBash and hopes to gain insighful information
as well as help other students get a step ahead in their careers.

students will have the opportunity to give
their pitches and network with industry
professionals.
NetworkBash will give students the
opportunity to not only learn about networking, but will allow them to practice
networking. "A lot of people don't know
what they are going to do when they
graduate and jobs are hard to come by right
now," said Cory Free, Clemson University
advanced business writing student. "This
would be a great opportunity for students
to get a step up on everybody else," said
Free.
The event is completely student run
and the advanced business writing class
sections, English 304, are in charge of planning, marketing, crafting all documents
and putting on the event.
"The goal is to have as many students
involved as possible so they have some
ownership over the event, and have the

opportunity to get real world business writing experience," said Cowden.
Rettew says that student involvement
is essential if this event is to be successful
and continue at Clemson University. "If it
wasn't for the students, the event wouldn't
happen," said Rettew.
"I want NetworkBash to continue and
grow," said Rettew. "I am a Clemson grad
so this one of the things I am very passionate about. This is my way to give back to
the University."
NetworkBash is an event available to
all students, faculty and staff at Clemson
University. In order to participate in the
event, students do not have to attend the
entire event from start to finish. Students
are invited to drop in between classes and
at their leisure. For more information or
to register to participate in the individual
pitch sessions visit http://clemson.networkbash, com/.

On Oct. 30 Sigma Tau Delta, Clemson's English
Honor Society, will be holding its second annual book
exchange. The exchange will take place in the Class of
1941 Studio, located on the first floor of Daniel Hall,
on Friday from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Students and faculty
are encouraged to bring their unwanted text books,
paperbacks, hardbacks and even children's books and
trade them in for some new reading or study material.
For each book brought in, a book can be selected to be
taken home.
What makes this event especially successful are the
donations given to Sigma Tau Delta prior to the event.
For those wishing to simply empty out their shelves,
donations are being accepted. These are being collected
in the Class of 1941 Studio and outside office 317 in
Strode Tower from now until the day of the exchange.
This event is free, and everyone who participates
not only benefits but also helps the surrounding community. Books remaining after the exchange will be
donated to local literacy associations in Greenville and
Oconee Counties or given to Clemson University's
library system for a future Friends of the Library book
sale, so no book will be turned away (though magazines
are not needed).
Refreshments will be available for those who are
browsing for exchanges. This is a great opportunity to
trade in text books that are not being accepted by the
bookstore, or to get rid of that collection of novels you
had to buy for class but never plan on reading again.
Everyone is encouraged to come browse, trade-in or
donate their unwanted books and meet the members of
Sigma Tau Delta.
For more information, contact Sigma Tau Delta at
clemson.std@gmail.com or check out the organization's
Facebook page.
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The city of Walhalla hosted its 31st
annual "Oktoberfest Walhalla" this past
weekend on the very muddy Sertoma
Field. The three day event, a tradition of
Walhalla since 1979, consisted of carnival rides, authentic German dancers and
music and all the beer you could drink.
The festivities kicked off on Friday,
Oct. 16 with the Annual Oktoberfest
Luncheon followed by the Opening
Ceremonies. The party went into the
night with an assortment of craft booths,
food and abundant carnival rides for
all ages. The Little German Band and
Dancers entertained the crowd, while
they quenched their thirst in the Beer
Tent, by playing and teaching authentic
German songs and dances.
Saturday and Sunday's activities consisted of a show by the Walhalla
Oktoberfest Dancers, directed by Caroline
Hoadley Kinderhaus, presented by the

A3

Children's Art Center and a performance
by The City Street Band.
Crafts, food
and carnival rides continued throughout
the weekend, and in true Oktoberfest
style, beer was always readily available.
The highlight of the event is the Saturday
evening fireworks show.
The Beer Tent offered a variety of
beers to Oktoberfest goers. Options
ranged from Bud Light and Budweiser to
Shock Top, Amber Bock and an authentic
Oktoberfest-style beer. The only downfall
was that no beer was allowed outside the
tent. Participants could also purchase a
glass beer stein with Oktoberfest logo to
complete the experience.
So when next fall rolls around and
you want to experience a new culture,
take a trip to Walhalla and enjoy a little
bit of Germany. You don't have to travel
to Europe to enjoy the food, music and
beer of Oktoberfest.
"There's nothing like getting together
with close friends and enjoying a cold
beer while listening to the sounds of german culture," said Niles Corley, a student
who attended the Oktoberfest.
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Weekly News
Update
World News

National News

CNN
Two suicide bombs in a Pakistani university leave six dead and dozens injured.
The two explosions went off simultaneously at an Islamic university. They were
detonated in a women's cafeteria and a men's
faculty area in Islamabad's International
Islamic University.
Islamabad police reported six dead and
29 people injured.
By government mandate, all education
institutions in Pakistan will remain closed
until the end of the week. Schools physically
further from the incident in Sindh, the North
West Frontier Province and Balochistan have
made plans to reopen after Sunday. However,
schools in the Punjab region will remain
closed until given further instruction.
The suicide attacks come in a long
string of violence by Islamic militants at the
Pakistan-Afghan border.

The Boston Globe
Terror suspect charged with conspiracy in his plans to kill U.S. soldiers and members of the U.S. government on Oct. 21.
Tarek Mehanna faces charges for
conspiring to provide material support
to terrorists pursued by U.S. Attorney
for Massachusetts, Michael K. Loucks.
Mehanna was originally arrested at
Logan International Airport in Boston
while preparing to board a flight in
November 2008.
In addition to the organized assassinations, Mehanna and other conspirators had planned to attack a U.S. shopping mall. This plan was not fulfilled
because Mehanna could not obtain automatic weapons required for his plan.
Due to the premature nature of this plan
it will not be included in the conspiracy
charges against Mehanna.
During the course of his terrorist
planning activity, Mehanna has travelled to Syria, Yemen, Pakistan and
Iraq to seek Taliban funded training.
Charges against Mehanna claim his
first terrorist funded activities started
in 2001 and were carried out until his
arrest in 2008.
The charges call for Mehanna to
serve up to 15 years in prison, three
years of supervision and a $250,000 fine
if convicted on the charges.

BBC
Swiss authorities respond to claims
that they tipped off VS. officials in Polanski
case.
A Justice Ministry spokesman in
Switzerland addressed the press on Oct. 21
stating that the department acted within reason
to reveal security sensitive travel plans of the
film director Roman Polanski.
Polanski travelled to Zurich, Switzerland
in September to accept an award and was there
held in police custody. Polanski is charged
with rape in the United States, and still awaits
sentencing. Last week Polanski was denied
bail and now faces possible extradition to the
United States to conclude his trial.
Aspokespersonfrom the U.S. Department
of Justice refuses to confirm if Swiss authorities alerted the department to Polanski's travel
plans. The source said a more formal and
complete briefing would be given if and when
Polanski arrived in the United States as to the
nature of his pursuit.
The Swiss Justice Ministry is receiving criticism on two sides. One, for holding
Polanski even though the crime was not
committed in Switzerland, nor did the director pose a threat to any Swiss citizens. And
additionally, for allowing Polanski to freely
enter and leave the nation's borders multiple
times in the past three decades and to only
arrest him now.

CNN
U.S. Congressman contracts the
H1N1 virus on Oct. 19.
Republican Representative Greg
Walden from Oregon was diagnosed in
the evening by his personal physician.
The representative relayed this message to followers through his Twitter
account, a popular social networking
Web site.
Walden stated in his tweet that he
planned to remain in "seclusion for
awhile." A press secretary for Walden
confirmed the story and said the
Congressman is following his doctor's
orders for a speedy recovery.
This is the first case of swine flu
reported by a member of Congress.
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Suspect in Lightsey robbery located
A man was arrested on Wednesday, Oct. 21 for
armed robbery at Lightsey Bridge I.
On Tuesday, Oct. 20 around 1 a.m., an individual
knocked on the door of a Lightsey Bridge I apartment
and entered the unit without being seen by the residents
and informed them that he was carrying a weapon. He
was followed into the apartment by another suspect.
The two men carried out a 32" television, a small
safe, an iPod, and credit and debit cards, according to
Clemson University Police Chief Johnson Link.
The residents then informed the police, who
contacted the resident director, security guards and

Habitat for Humanity Homecoming House building
runs Oct. 21 through Oct. 30.
Building will take place from 9 am. to 5 p.m. on
Bowman Field in front of Tillman Hall.
All students are encouraged to help in building this year's
house. In previous years the project had as many as 500 participants. Students must sign-up online at the organization's
Web site.
Second annual Farm-Aid Festival will be on Oct. 24
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The event will be held at the CU Student Organic Farm
located off of Perimeter Road. Signs will be clearly marked
to direct guests.
The event is hosted by the CU Students for Environmental
Awareness and the Student Organic Farm.
Admission is free. Parking will be $5 per car.

on-duty law enforcement. The next day a Clemson
City police officer found an individual who fit the
description given by the victims, which led to further
investigation and an arrest. The individual is identified
as Joshuoa Quenton Black, 21, of Clemson, S.C. He is
not a Clemson student.
The Clemson Police Department advises that students can best avoid dangerous situations by keeping
their doors locked. In situations like these when residents are confronted by a harmful person, they should
cooperate with the individuals to appease the situation
and then immediately call the police.

Annual Tigerama event will be held on Oct 30.
There will be pre-event Trick-or-Treating at 5:30 p.m.,
followed by the show at 7 p.m. featuring Coach Dabo
Swinney, Tiger Band, Rally Cats, CU Cheerleaders, Pershing
Rifles, Student Skits and Fireworks.
Admission is $8, or $6 for student tickets purchased in
advance with CU ID.
CUSG Transfer Council's e-Portfolio blitz will be on
Oct 27.
The event will be from 10:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the 1941
Communications Studio in Daniel Hall. Students are encouraged to bring their laptops and a few samples they would like
to include in their e-Portfolio.
Trained staff will be there to assist students in setting up
their portfolio and tagging documents. The event is free to
students. Beverages and cookies will be served.
J

Carolina Easy Ride
www. carolinaeasyride. com
SHUTTLE TO DOWNTOWN
GREENVILLE
- FRIDAY - SATURDAY
EVENINGS

THURSDAY

AT A GLANCE
Week of Oct. 23 through Oct. 29
- The Miss Homecoming Pageant is
Tuesday, Oct. 27 at 7 p.m. in The
Brooks Center for the Performing
Arts. Pick up your tickets at the
Hendrix Center and The Loggia for
$5 for students with your student ID
or $8 for non-students.
r by the new CUSG sponsored
Get a DVD Now boxes located in
Hendrix and the Union. The availability of their DVDs can be checked
at getadvdnow.com.

- Student Senate meetings are every
Monday night at 7p.m. Everyone
in the student body is welcome to
sit in on the meeting to learn about
current CUSG issues and experience
Clemson's Student Government
Senate.
- Be sure to Check out the CUSG
Web site at www.cusg.net. You
can get yourself oriented about
current events and initiatives that

CUSG is working on and even
provide input for your Clemson
University Undergraduate Student
Government.
- The CUSG offices are located
adjacent to Harcombe Dining Hall
in the Union. The offices phone
number is (864) 656-2195. CUSG
office hours are Monday through
Friday, 8 a.m. to 4:30 pm.
Did you know?
The purpose of e-Portfolio for
Clemson University is to meet a new
requirement instituted by Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools
(SACS) that requires schools to show
a "value added" component in order
to justify the cost of an education
for students. Our original method
through the Measure of Academic
Progress Test did not achieve this so
Clemson developed e-Portfolio to
meet this new requirement and keep
its accreditation.

ROUND TRIP
GROUPS OF 5 OR MORE

$40.00
$35.00 each

AIRPORT SHUTTLES TO

GREENVILLE - SPARTANBURG
CHARLOTTE
SHUTTLE TO AWAY FOOTBALL GAMES
CALL 864-306-2754 FOR RESERVATIONS
WE ACCEPT VISA AND MASTERCARD
..
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100 HELP WANTED
Apple computer help needed,
864-643-0556
Need student volunteer models
(male and female) to do fitness,
career center and other photo
shoots for the new Determined
Spirit brand. Photos will be
featured in brochures for the
University.
If you are interested, please contact
Brian Schneider, photographer
ebschne@clemson.edu.
Models needed before Nov 20.

200

FOR SALE

ABSOLUTE AUCTION, Hartwell
Lakefront Lot, Plus Interior Lot
Bankruptcy #06-03003 Foxwood
Hills. Oct. 31, 2009. NOON
www.skiphales.com
864-901-8000
2 BR home only 5 minutes from
campus. Completely remodeled.
Has hardwood floors and 10-ft
ceilings. Includes range, microwave, dishwasher. Level corner lot.
Asking $89,900. Call
864-882-0908

300

By Phone: (864) 656-2150

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

3 p.m. Tuesday

By Fax: (864) 656-4772
By E-mail: classified@thetigernews.com

Office Addr

50 cents/word

Other:

Sl.OO/word

Cash check

In Person: 315 Hendrix Center
315 Hendrix Center
Clemson, S.C. 29634

Students:

>

(864) 656-2150 • classified@TheTigerNews.com
350 ROOMMATES

FOR RENT

HALLOWEEN

Female subleaser wanted for
Spring 2009. Clemson Place
Apartments. Close to
campus. $315/mo utilities
not included.
Awesome roommates.
Contact louiseg@clemson.edu

Great for 3 or 4 students. 15 to 20
minutes from Clemson. Furnished 4
BR/3BA, 2 fireplaces and tile floors. No
pets. $1200 monthly deposit required.
Utilities not included, yard maintained.
Call 864-304-2925
Now Leasing 1 &2 bedroom apartment. All appliances included.
Available for immediate move-in.
Burton Properties 653-7717,
654-1130, 710-0602,
710-3363 (after hours).

Rent 2010-2011 Highpointe,
Crawford Falls 864-246-9998

900

atmom

PERSONALS

THE LARGEST SELECTION
OF COSTUMES, MASKS, ,
MAKEUP AND ACCESSORIES!

The Tiger staff wishes Beckie
Jureka a Happy Birthday!

3 BR/1BA house. Pendleton $625
plus deposit, call 940-5044,
e-mail - ljam@bellsouth.net.

To the Senior and Junior Staff at
The Tiger Newspaper:
Thank you so much for getting
stuff in on time, making sure you
have multiple sources, and letting us sleep in a little more on
Thursday mornings. We greatly
appreciate all the hard work you
put into our paper every week,
even though you have to study,
have fun, and go to class in
between. We love you!
You are the greatest!
Love,
Ashley Crisp and
Emily Callahan

Guest quarters near Clemson.
Looking for a place to stay during
Clemson football games? Great
condo on country farm, nightly
rental only, $95/night, sleeps two.
Private and clean. No smoking or
pets. Deposit required. Contact
b.campbell@starband.net
864-414-5936
4BR/2.5BA house six miles from
campus $370/month. Utilities
included, lscrogg@clemson.edu
864-378-5274
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Is a zero tolerance -weapons
policy an appropriate way of
policing weapons in school?

WEAPON WIELDING
WHIPPERSNHPPERS

"I feel like a zero
tolerance policy is
not always the best
way to go about
things...disciplinary
action needs to be
taken, but not always
to the degree of
expulsion."

Bobby Keating
electrical engineering
sophomore

"It needs to be
more case-bycase."

Kayla Prevatte
elementary education
sophomore

"Not necessarily,
but the school
districts can
enact what they
feel necessary.
Geographically,
certain policies
are going to work
better."

Brian Hoffer
management
senior

"No, because in a
lot of cases there
are extenuating
circumstances.
You have to
consider whether
or not there is an
intent to harm
someone."

Michael Knowles
history
senior

"It is a little ridiculous
that he is being treated
like an adult."

Taylor Long
marketing
sophomore

"It needs to be
more flexible."

Jessica Clatz
nursing
sophomore

He's a vicious killer, a ruthless
murdering fiend whose
sole intent is to cause
harm and destruction wherever he
goes. That's right. Run, don't walk,
from...a 6-year-old wielding a Boy
Scout tool?
Although this image is slightly
ridiculous, many school policies
seem to coincide with this line of
thinking. Zachary Christie, a 6-yearold elementary school student from
Delaware, recently faced suspension
and 45 days in reform school
for bringing a fork/knife/spoon
combination utensil he had received
in Cub Scouts to school. His district
school board's zero tolerance policy
concerning
weapon
possession
resulted in the relatively harsh but
unavoidable punishment.
After
receiving hundreds of angry letters,
the school board held a meeting
which reexamined and revoked the
policy that required kindergarten
and first grade students to be sent
to alternative school. These students
charged with weapon possession are
still required to serve a suspension
from school.
While Zachary's case has a
somewhat happy ending, many
other students his age aren't so lucky.
Last year, in another school district,
a third grade girl was expelled for
a year because of a knife that her
grandmother sent along with a
birthday cake she had baked for her
class. What a joyous birthday that
must have been.
The "zero tolerance" policies
that have schools' hands tied in cases
such as these were implemented in
the wake of school shootings such
as those of Columbine High School
and Virginia Tech. Because the rules
apply to all students and all weapons
or potential weapons, even a first
grade Cub Scout can be punished
for bringing a weapon to school.
While the zero tolerance rules were
enacted to protect students, it may
be time to reconsider their effects
and implications for students.
First, it's important to examine
the effects of zero tolerance policies
on those who they are meant to
punish. Students who bring weapons
to school with the intent to threaten
or harm others, like the Columbine
shooters, are probably not deterred
by zero tolerance policies. The
nature of their violence signifies
their intention to violate rules, so
a ban on all weapon-like objects
isn't likely to act as a foreboding
restraint. Also, a student caught
with a weapon and expelled from
school faces a punishment that does
not work to correct the offense, only

to make it go away. Will this student
learn the negative consequences of
his or her actions or be more inclined
not to carry a weapon because of
this expulsion? Will this student be
better off because he or she misses a
year or more of instruction? No. In
fact, the opposite is likely to occur.
Rather than teaching students the
danger of weapons and steering
them in a more productive direction
through means such as counseling
or mentor programs, expulsion
perhaps perpetuates the actions it
seeks to correct by taking a troubled
student from the nurturing school
environment.
In addition to acting for the
disadvantage of students they seek
to punish, zero tolerance policies
also act to the disadvantage of
students they seek to protect,
especially younger students. While
it can't be taken for granted that
no elementary school-aged child
could use a potential weapon for
harm, students such as Zachary and
the girl mentioned above certainly
had no malicious intent for their
"weapons" of choice. These were
instances in which the children, and
more importantly the parents, were
perhaps
inadequately
informed
about the expansive policy. If a zero
tolerance policy is to be enforced,
every possible effort should be made
to notify all parents of the extent
and specifications of this policy. This
notification constitutes more than a
simple "see page 10 in your child's
student handbook for the weapons
policy." A child's disciplinary and
academic records are at stake. One
lapse in judgment could prove dire
to the academic future of a student,
especially at such a developmental
and impressionable age. Expelling
or suspending students when
they are so young provides them
with a negative impression of the
educational system in general and
also sets them a year behind their
peers. Since the consequences of
these punishments are so dire,

parents should be well informed
about the extreme caution they
should exercise with what their
children bring to school.
However,
this
brings
up
another problem with the zero
tolerance policies. What constitutes
a weapon? If a 6-year-old's Cub
Scout tool is a weapon, certainly
a pencil can be thus defined, or
scissors in art class, or rulers in
math, or jump ropes in PE, or forks
in the cafeteria. Anything has the
potential to cause harm in a school
environment. If a person so chose,
he or she could employ just about
any ordinary utensil to inflict harm.
Furthermore, these "weapons" don't
have to be brought to school by
the student. They are already there,
poised and ready to wreak havoc on
the sacred academic environment.
Why are students only trusted with
weapons if they are provided by the
school? Are we trying to insure fair
combat?
In all seriousness, despite many
inherent flaws in zero tolerance
policies, it must be noted that
they were implemented for student
safety and were created with the
best interest of the student in mind.
Knowing this, we must at least
respect the policies in light of the
motives that inspired them. After
campus security was compromised
through various school shootings,
school districts realized that it was
important to regulate and monitor
potentially harmful materials in
the academic environment. And
they were right in this realization.
However, a zero tolerance, allor-nothing approach left serious
consequences for sometimes not-soserious crimes.
What, then, should be done?
If weapons possession charges are
dealt with on a case-by-case basis,
could subjectivity or bias come into
play? Student A brings a knife to
school but is let off the hook because
he is a "good kid." He behaves
well, comes from a nice family

and doesn't cause much trouble.
Teachers and principals have the
authority to believe this student
when he tells them he was using
it for a project and forgot to take
it out of his backpack. However,
Student B brings the same knife to
school and is suspended because he
is known for his bad behavior and
attitude. School officials now have
the authority to reject his claim or
excuses.
It seems that at some age,
students need to be held accountable
for their actions. This age, though,
is not six. A 6-year-old is still
grappling with the responsibility
of learning to tie his or her shoes.
How can he or she be expected to
take full accountability for knowing
exactly what constitutes a weapon,
especially when the definition is
so broad? Perhaps a policy should
be implemented through which
weapons charges can be reviewed
and handled on a case-by-case basis
until students reach a certain grade
level at which point they may be
punished more strictly. In this way,
a distinction is made between those
individuals who are expected to
take responsibility for their actions
and those for whom a sense of
responsibility is still developing.
Ultimately,
we
have
zero
tolerance for zero tolerance policies
regarding weapon possession in
schools. While the intentions
of such rules are, indeed, noble
and in the best interest of the
students, the follow through and
the effectiveness of the policies in
action don't fulfill these motives. In
light of this, the policies should be
reexamined and revised for the sakes
of parents, students and Cub Scouts
everywhere.
The opinions expressed in the above
editorial are written by the opinions editor
and represent the majority opinion of The
Tiger editorial board. In representing the
majority view, the staff editorials may
not represent the individual view of any
particular member.
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How to catch a guy
KATIE ROBINSON

Guest Columnist
I recently came across a book online
that made me want to kill the
author. No, maybe not kill, maybe
just sit down and calmly tell him
that he is a narcissistic, pretentious,
moron that should think before the
next time he sits down in front of a
laptop and has another great idea for
a self-help book. I couldn't help but
laugh when during a recent Google
search, I saw an advertisement for a
book entitled, "Catch Him and Keep
Him: A Woman's Guide to Finding
Mr. Right...and Keeping Him
Hooked for Good!" I first questioned
what self-respecting woman would
honestly purchase this atrocious book.
I then thought back to a conversation I heard earlier in the week on
an elevator between two girls. It went
something like, "Why do you think he
hasn't called me back yet?" followed by
a quick, "He must have lost his phone,
or maybe he's too nervous to call you!"
I immediately abolished the idea that
there were no desperate, naive girls out
there ready and willing to purchase
a book that includes comments like:
"Why a man gets 'scared away' when
you try to get him to commit for the
long term and what to do about it."
I was happy when both the book
and the movie "He's Just Not That
Into You" catne out. What many girls
needed to hear was finally being said,
and although the movie made the
train-wreck-of-a-lead-character seem
endearing and eventually "get the guy"
in the end, the message behind it was
a good one. If a guy doesn't seem to
like you, he probably doesn't like you.
Thankfully, the author of "Catch Him
and Keep Him," Christian Carter,
explains how to fix this problem. On
the Web site that introduces Carter's
book, he asserts that if a man does not
want to be with a woman, it is probably her fault, and luckily he can teach
women how to act differently so this
will not happen. I kid you not. This
idea rests on the basis that if someone
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does not like you enough to pursue a
relationship with you it's a good idea to
change yourself for them. Hey, here's
an idea: maybe it's not?
I constantly watch girls get broken
up with or rejected by guys and the
response is always overwhelmingly the
same. Girls always seem to question
what they did wrong, how they should
change and what particular aspect of
themselves caused the object of their
affection to not share their feelings.
Here's a crazy idea: maybe it's not
something wrong with them. Maybe
they just were not meant to be with
that person and the "flaw" the guy
found in them was something that
someone else would find endearing or
maybe even love about them. This is
not always the case because sometimes
a guy, who otherwise has things in
common with you, may be put off
by something you should change. For
instance, you could be too clingy or
insecure. These are both psychological
issues that would most likely benefit
you by changing them, but if you do,
it should be for yourself not for a guy.
Throughout the Web site advertising his book (I didn't actually read
it because that would require me to
pay for it and I would sooner set my
money on fire than read a book's worth
more of this man's diluted thoughts)
the words "catch" and "keep" appear so
often that I felt more like I was reading
a hunting manual rather than dating
advice. I'm pretty sure that the key to a
successful relationship is not trapping a
guy into liking you.
The author threatens that if you
do not read his book it may cost you
a "lifetime of lost loves." I rejected
this idea because if you are meant to
be with someone you will, no "new
way of acting" or manipulative love
advice from a self-help guru is going
to make someone want you in any way
that really matters in the long run. So
what's the secret? How do you really
"catch and keep a guy?" Let him catch
you, and if he loves you for who you
are...keep him.
is a guest columnist. E-mail comments to letters®
TheTigerNews.com.
KATIE ROBINSON

Lost in space: Alien costume wrongly
targeted by immigrant activists
CAMERON JONES

Columnist
While scanning the Comcast homepage
recently, I saw the headline "Alien Costume
Stirs Outrage" and promptly clicked the
link. According to the article, there has recently been a
lot of controversy over a Halloween costume that retail
stores have been stocking this season. The costume
consists of an alien (the outer space kind) dressed in an
orange prison jumpsuit, with the words "illegal alien"
printed across the chest. The finishing touch is a green
card, which actually contradicts the "illegal" label, also
placed on the front of the costume. Several companies,
including eBay and Target, have stopped carrying the
costume after being criticized. Naturally, the issue
has become politicized and several organizations have
joined the fray. The article quoted a representative for
the Coalition for Humane Immigration Rights, saying
it "perpetuates the idea we have about undocumented
immigrants as alien foreigners, strange, scary." In
opposition, William Gheen, the head of a conservative
group titled Americans for Legal Immigration, sees the
removal of the costumes as an assault on freedom
of speech. Of course, he couldn't resist a parting jab,
remarking that "the only thing that wasn't funny was
how many illegal immigrants are in this country."
Unfortunately, Gheen's political background clouds
the issue here. In terms of the costume itself, I have
no problem with it at all. I don't know if anyone
has been Halloween costume hunting recently, but
there are far less tasteful ones out there. Besides the
extremely crude and revealing, there are also a number
that strongly stereotype classes, genders or races for
the sake of comedy. This is no surprise since words
and objects spoken or created for comedic effect
usually aren't politically correct. People will laugh at
things which they wouldn't be caught dead discussing
seriously. Also, on Halloween there seems to be this
unwritten code that no judgment shall be passed on
anyone for the type of costume they wear. Personally,
I'm fine with this, and I'm generally pretty tolerant
on issues of freedom of speech. Returning to the issue
at hand, I asked myself as I was reading the article,

what feelings the costume might evoke. Nobody who
fears illegal immigrants does so because of the use of the
word alien and reminding people of the double meaning of the word is not likely to stit up any more hatred
for immigrants. If citizens specifically fear people from
another country, it is basically a result of xenophobia or
racism. I don't think this costume encourages either of
these sentiments. At worst, the costume portrays illegal
aliens as serious criminals, which a lot of activist groups
representing immigrants tesist. However, the fact remains
that there is a legal and correct way to enter the country
and become a United States citizen. I think what really
got me upset about this controversy is how it's another
example of political groups choosing the wrong issues
to get upset about. I'm pretty torn over the question of
immigration, and I understand that there's no easy solution. I think it's important for the interests of immigrants
to be represented by organizations like the coalition
quoted above. However, the removal of these costumes
does absolutely nothing to further the goals of these activists. Immigration activists should be working towards
a realistic solution on an American immigration policy
instead of creating illusions of hatred and fear where they
don't exist. This seems to be the case with a lot of organizations speaking out on behalf of minorities. Not to
pick on one group, but I have seen several cases in which
the NAACP has stirred up controversy and demanded
apologies in situations that most people wouldn't even
have considered racist or hateful. To me, the hope is that
people can view others diffetent from themselves without
seeing them through a lens of race or other classification;
examining everything with a microscope in search of racism does not help to accomplish this. Like the NAACP,
immigration activist groups are faced with attempting to
advance the interests of a minority both in legislation and
perception. However, all too often they are sidetracked
by trivial issues of political correctness. As I mentioned
above, I believe attitudes about immigrants (legal and
illegal) are tied to racism, but attempting to create hatred
where there is none hurts the credibility of activists when
more serious issues are at stake. These days, it seems as if
those acting on behalf of minorities are better known for
demanding and receiving apologies than actually accomplishing anything worthwhile.
CAMERON JONES is a junior majoring in English. E-mail
comments to letters@TheTigerNews.com.
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It's no secret that Americans will go
to irrational lengths for the sake of
entertainment, but the past decade
has witnessed many cases where people have deserted ethics in lieu of
cheap thrills, sought enjoyment from
the televised misfortunes of others
or taken the notion of "15 minutes of
fame" to an unwarranted extreme. So
much of what gets billed as "entertainment" today is simply trash culture,
and we eat it up. As if that weren't bad
enough, so much of this masquerades
as reality that it begins to blur the line
between our society's perception of
real life and imitations of life until the
difference is lost on us or we simply
don't care anymore that a difference
exists. Our idea of romance and relationships gets influenced by shows
like "The Bachelor/Bachelorette" or
"Flavor of Love," where it takes five
months to watch the development of
a partnership that ultimately lasts five
weeks. We get updates on the political
climate from Jon Stewart and Stephen
Colbert. God bless 'em for doing
what they do, but they're comedians,
not newsmen. Only in the American
media would Perez Hilton or TMZ be
considered a credible source of information. Only in the American media

could Asher Roth pretend to know
anything about what it's like to be a
college student.
So with the line between entertainment and reality having been constantly chipped away for the better part of
a decade, it's no surprise that we get a
stunt like the "Balloon Boy" fiasco. A
recap: Richard and Mayumi Heene of
Fort Collins, Colo., contact the authorities, afraid that their 6-year-old son is
trapped inside a saucer-like balloon
that lifted off from their backyard.
The National Guard follows the balloon for about 50 miles before it lands
north of Denver. The cops recover the
balloon to find nobody inside, leading
the police and the now-frenzied news
outlets alike to suspect the boy fell out
during flight. This goes on for awhile
before the parents call the cops again
to say that they found the boy hiding
in a cardboard box in the attic over
their garage. So the Heenes milk their
15 minutes of fame for a few more
hours until the kid lets it slip during
an interview that "you guys said...
we did this for the show," eliciting
groans from Dad, enlightening the
world that this whole incident was
orchestrated for publicity and amounting only to three hours of wasted time
for everyone from the National Guard
to CNN. Colorado police announced
two days later that the incident was
indeed a hoax and that charges would
be pressed against the Heenes.
I first heard about the situation

on (of all places) Facebook, while
studying in the library. I looked up the
story on CNN and was immediately
amused by its absurdity, as were many
other college students posting status
updates. As the situation grew more
and more absurd, I became more and
more drawn into it. I was amused by
the mental image of a child standing in
an airborne balloon, grinning stupidly
as he is followed by military helicopters. When the balloon was found
empty, I groaned at the possibility of
none of that being real. When the boy
was found in his attic, I laughed at the
idea of a 6-year-old sending the police
on a wild goose chase. And then I
found out that the whole situation,
absurd as it seemed, was not absurd at
all. It did exactly what it was set out to
do: entertain heartless Americans, like
myself, who can't look past their own
amusement long enough to realize
that a 6-year-old child might have just
died, violently, accidentally, 50 miles
from home.
Yet people were still shocked to
hear that this was all arranged for
a possible reality television show
(something the Heenes, who are
"Wife-Swap" alums, have experienced before). It's shocking that these
parents would go so far as to apparently fake a child's death in order to
attract the eyes of the nation; it's no
shock at all that it worked. For while
there were plenty of people like me
who were laughing the whole time,

there were others (most likely parents)
who were watching the story unfold
in grim anticipation of a tragedy - but
both watched. You see, folks, this kind
of "entertainment" doesn't discriminate—it takes whatever suckers it
can get. But the reason the story is so
terrible is not only that Richard Heene
believed that he could spin a popular
reality show out of his son's apparent
death, but that he effectively did. If
it's one thing that American viewers
can't get enough of, it's a tragedy,
and the string—pullers in the media
know it. That's why James Brown
goes a posthumous tour of the United
States and Michael Jackson's funeral
is held in the Staples Center for 31.3
million Americans to watch—it's all
set up by organizers who know it'll
be entertainment. I'm reminded of
the movie "Network," where downand-out newscaster Howard Beale is
assassinated on air by an urban terrorist, hired by television executives
conspiring to improve their ratings.
While this is a grotesque example,
we have a real-life parallel in Richard
Heene—a man who, instead of merely
fabricating reality television, hijacks
the news in a selfish attempt to entertain, using an endangered boy in a
balloon as a prop.
KYLE SWEARINCEN is a sophomore
majoring in biological sciences. E-mail
comments to letters@TheTigerNews.
com.
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Tigers head to Sunshine State
A solid performance against Wake Forest leads into the toughest ACC test of the season.
CHRIS CERVEN
STAFF WRITER

Coming off arguably the best all around performance of the year against Wake Forest, the Clemson
Tigers look to continue that same intensity in a
big matchup on Saturday at Land Shark Stadium
against Miami.
This will be Miami's first conference game in
nearly a month, with the previous being the 31-7
loss to Virginia Tech. The eighth-ranked Hurricanes
boast a record of 5-1, with victories over Florida
State, Georgia Tech and a Bradford-less Oklahoma
team.This will most likely be the toughest team
Clemson plays during the course of the year, with
Miami coming in with the highest BCS ranking of
any ACC team. "Everybody says it makes a difference, and when the computer rankings come out,
that's what you base it on," said Miami Head Coach
Randy Shannon, whose team has won three straight
and is off to its best start since an 8-1 mark to open
2005. "But for me and this football team, not really.
We're back in our conference play now and conference games are more valuable than anything. We've
got to keep worrying about our conference games
and worry about Clemson this week." The Tigers
will need to have an equally great performance as
they did with Wake Forest to have a shot at winning, but it can be done. A win puts Clemson into
an excellent position to possibly win the division.
Miami quarterback Jacory Harris will be coming into the game averaging 253 passing yards per
game. "He's pretty talented, and he's a pretty cool
customer," Swinney said. "I don't think we've played
anyone more talented, but the kid from TCU was a
winner and Riley Skinner the same. They were very
good. Harris has made some big, big throws and
has made some good runs. He probably is the most
talented quarterback Clemson has faced." Harris
is entering the game with 1,518 yards passing to
go along with his 11 touchdown throws, enough
to give both the Clemson cornerbacks and safeties
fits all day long, but they will be up to the task.
Clemson safety DeAndre McDaniel leads the ACC
with five interceptions on the season to go along
with 40 tackles.
The major storyline of the game will most likely
come from the two major play makers from each
team. On the Clemson side, highlighted will be the
likes of CJ. Spiller and Jacoby Ford. For Miami, it
will be between Harris and running back Javarris
James. These four combined could put on a show
all by themselves if things work out.
Along with what may happen Saturday in Miami,
there are also other storylines going into the game
that could play a factor. This Saturday's game will
be the first meeting between Clemson and Miami
since the 2005 triple overtime thriller in Death Valley in which the Hurricanes came out victorious 3630. In 2004, the Tigers defeated Miami in Coral
Gables with the help of former Defensive Coordinator John Lovett. On Saturday, Miami's defensive coordinator will be John Lovett. After stints at
Bowling Green and North Carolina, Lovett became
Defensive Coordinator at Miami during the sum-

The noon
game
blues
Ryan Launius

assistant
sports editor

1

Hurricanes, they will have to continue to execute
like they did against the Demon Deacons. "It's continuing to practice the right way and understanding
that it matters when you do things the right way,"
Swinney said. "You have to believe that you're the
difference in the play. The little things matter. I
think we'll have their attention. Again, they had a
lot of success against a good team. It gives you more
credibility when this happens." Against the Deacons, Clemson racked up 382 total yards, thanks to

Football schedulers always seem
to forget the lifestyle of the common college student when divvying out noon football games.
Sure, students could stay in Friday
night and have a proper amount
of sleep to wake up and start tailgating by 8 a.m., but who honestly stays in on a Friday night?
Besides, what is the value of waking up at eight when all of your
friends are still sleeping off their
hangovers until 10?
Let's just face the facts and admit that noon games were invented specifically to torture college
students. If my theory proves to
be true, you may as well consider
Clemson's campus "Guantanamo
Bay: North." Just six games into
the season, Clemson's team has already been on the field and ready
to play football three times before
even getting to eat lunch.
A lack of an official ACC television network, along with a lack of
quality teams in the conference,
has finally started catching up to
our weary Tigers. No more can
a 3-3 Clemson Tigers team find
themselves on national or regional
(and sometimes even local!) television on a Saturday while competing teams from other BCS
conferences get the spotlight.
This was not a problem until
recent years; specifically when the
SEC signed a 15-year deal with
ESPN stating that the network
has exclusive rights to air all the
football games, as well as men's
and women's basketball games,
within the conference. By doing
this, every SEC football game
being played on Saturday has a
proverbial trump card over the
broadcast of games from any other conference.
For once, ESPN was not the
bad guy in all of this. In fact, the
network ttied not to commit in its

see MIAMI page C5

see NOON GAMES page C5

Wide receiver Xavier Dye hauls in a catch along the sideline during Saturday's 38-3 thrashing of the
Wake Forest Demon Deacons. The Tigers hope their offense can fly against the 'Canes this weekend.
mer. Also, win or lose, by the end of the day Saturday, Clemson will be one of only three teams to play
three top 15 teams this early in the season, with the
other two being Washington and Miami.
In order for the Tigers to win, they will not only
need a stellar performance from their defense yet
again, but also an equally as stellar performance on
the offensive side of the ball. To go along with the
second half of the Georgia Tech game, last Saturday's game against Wake Forest is exactly what Tiger
fans have been looking for out of our offense. Swinney said that if the Tigers want to knock off the

Soccer woes continue with losses to Terps and Paladins
DAYTON RIDDLE
STAFF WRITER

Tommy Drake reacts to Clemson's loss against Furman Tuesday night. The Tigers fell twice
this past week, dropping their overall record to a dismal 2-9-1 record on the year.

The Clemson Men's Soccer Team failed to capitalize
against both the Terps and the Paladins last week. The
inability for the Tigers to capitalize on good chances has
been a consistent theme of the season for the Clemson
team. Both games finished with a final score of 1-0, but
the games had different starts as Maryland got a quick goal
in the 14th minute that dominated the game. However,
Furman left it teally late until the 86th minute to finally
break the Tiger defense.
The Tigers game against the sixth-ranked Maryland
Terrapins was dearly a game where Clemson had trouble
from the beginning of the game. The Tigers only took
three shots in the first half as they went down early from
a Jason Herrick 12-yard strike into the bottom right hand
pan of the net. However, one cannot say that the Tiger defense was the overlying issue during this game as the Tigers
were unable to hold possession for the majority of the first
half. Clemson keeper Joe Bednik had a good game in goal
as he was able to stop several good shots near the end of the
half. Overall this game was better in the second half as the
Tigers were pushing forward a bit more and were getting

closer to equalizing yet it just was not meant to be as the
Tigers fell to 1-4 in league play for the season as a whole.
The Furman game started similarly to the Maryland
game with the Tigers having to defend early and often as
the Paladins were able to basically siege the Tigers' net in
the first 25 minutes. The Tigers, however, were able to
hold off on Tuesday night until the 89th minute when
Furman finally struck. Debola Ogunseye was able to head
home a Colton Henning cross into the top of the net as
the game reached the death. You cannot say that Furman
did not deserve the goal, as the Paladins were able to hold
on to most of the possession and out-shot the Tigers 1911.
The Tigers defense continues to look good as they
are not allowing many goals, but the final third is where
the Tigers have had problems all year. Head Coach Phil
Hindson said, "We simply do not have a lot of confidence
in the final one-third. We do not have any composure
around the goal."
The formation shift seemed to have fixed the problem
for a while but it is clear that the Tigers are just having
issues scoring. The Clemson team is set to play Duke in
Durham on Wednesday night before a home game against
Wofford on Friday night at Historic Riggs Field.
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Tigers destroy the Demon Deacons
Senior C.J. Spiller sets new ACC all-purpose yardage record.
BECCA CARTER
STAFF WRITER

Capping a two-game losing streak
and casting aside previous ACC turmoil, the Clemson Tigers redeemed
themselves with an impressive 38-3
victory over Wake Forest at Clemson
Memorial Stadium last Saturday.
With the win, Clemson is back in
the ACC Atlantic Division race, tied
for second with a 2-2 conference record and 3-3 overall. Wake Forest fell
to 4-3 overall and shares the 2-2 conference tie with Clemson.
Rushing for 106 yards and two
touchdowns, C.J. Spiller paced the
Tigers with another record-breaking
performance. Spiller erupted through
the middle with a 66-yard score in
the second period, and a 14-yard
touchdown in the third. The 66-yard
touchdown run continues Spiller's 60yard run streak for every game so far,
of which five runs have been touchdowns. In addition, Spiller became
the first running back in ACC history
to go over 6,000 all-purpose yards.
Freshman quarterback Kyle Parker
played well, completing 10-17 passes
for 132 yards. He jumpstarted the
Tiger offense with a one-yard touchdown pass to tight end Michael Palmer in the first three minutes of the
ballgame. Then, early in the second
quarter Parker ran for three yards and
leaped into the end zone to put the
Tigers up, 17-0.
"Kyle Parker took his time and
made very smart plays", said Clemson
Head Coach Dabo Swinney in regard
to the quarterback's efforts on the
field Saturday.
Since Cullen Harper played against
the Citadel in 2008, Parker was the
first Clemson quarterback to rush for

a touchdown and throw a scoring pass
in a game. The rookie also capitalized
on the quarterback keeper. He rushed
seven times, totaling a career-high 31
yards in the win.
Senior receiver Jacoby Ford had one
key catch for 51 yards, splitting Demon Deacon defensive backs, and setting up Parker's rushing touchdown in
the second.
Andre Ellington played a prominent backup role to Spiller in the
running game. Ellington's quick feet
picked him up 34 rushing yards from
only two carries.
Kicker Richard Jackson booted a
22-yard field goal in the first period,
contributing to the balanced offensive
effort for the Tigers.
Clemson scored a total of four
touchdowns against Wake Forest in
the first half. Three of the Tiger four
were picked up in the second period.
Spiller had one, Parker added one and
running back Jamie Harper ran three
yards for a late second quarter touchdown.
Spiller's other breakaway touchdown was the only scoring action for
either team in the second half. .
Clemson trumped Wake Forest's 81
rushing yards with a profound 182
yards, and picked up 16 first downs
compared to Wake Forest's 13.
"Overall, the offense played smart,
without making many mistakes," said
Swinney. "The game ball goes to C.J.
Spiller today. He gave 100 percent on
every play, and he is the first ACC
player to get over 6,000 all-purpose
yards."
Clemson's defense also shut down
any chance of a Demon Deacon
comeback. The Tigers held the Wake
Forest offense to a mere 178 total
yards, while Clemson nearly tripled

C.J. Spiller runs away from the Wake Forest defense during his 66-yard gallop
to the end zone on Saturday.

that with an outstanding 382 total offensive yards.
The Tigers did not allow any Demon Deacon touchdowns. This was
the first time Wake Forest finished

without a single touchdown since the
2008 matchup against Maryland.
"The defense was relentless today
and dominated," said Swinney. "They
played smart and made tackles. I was

proud of their effort."
High expectations were in store for
Wake Forest quarterback Riley Skinner, as he entered Death Valley leading
the ACC in pass efficiency. Five sacks
and two interceptions later, Skinner
retreated from Death Valley with the
rest of his defeated teammates.
DeAndre McDaniel had a 26-yard
interception of a Skinner pass, setting
up Jackson's field goal. Tied for the
national lead in interceptions, McDaniel boasts an incredible five interceptions in only six games. McDaniel
also had five stops in the game.
Leading the Tigers in tackling was
Kavell Conner with eight. Right behind Conner was reserve linebacker
Johnathon Willard with seven.
As a team, the Tigers recorded their
top output of tackles for loss this season with 12. Individually, defensive
end Da'Quan Bowers had three tackles for loss, which tied his career high
for a single game.
"I just think they played great," said
Wake Forest Head Coach Jim Grobe
about the loss to Clemson. "They
gave us some things that we didn't
handle well so I was impressed. I just
think we got beat today."
The revitalizing win was Clemson's
largest margin of victory over an ACC
opponent since a 47-10 Duke matchup in 2007. The victory also marked
Clemson's largest margin of victory
over Wake Forest since 2000.
"This was a great win for us today,"
Swinney said. "We showed what we
are capable of doing today. But we are
still a 3-3 team. We have a long way
to go."
The Tigers face the eighth-ranked
Miami Hurricanes this weekend in
Coral Gables, Fla. The game will be
televised on ABC starting at 3:30 p.m.

ADVERTISEMENT

rian 101
By Jon Unsworth, Dietary Specialist
Clemson Dining Services
Did you know that October is Vegetarian Awareness Month? Vegetarian Awareness Month was founded by the North
American Vegetarian Society and has been observed since 1977. So in honor of Vegetarian Awareness Month, let's go
over some of the finer points of what being vegetarian consists of.
In general, a vegetarian is defined as someone who does not eat any type of meat. A strict vegetarian, otherwise known
as a vegan, does not eat any animal products including meat, eggs, cheese or milk. The majority of vegetarians however
are lacto-ovo vegetarians. This means that they consume dairy and eggs, but no meat, which includes fish.
Overall, vegetarian diets are typically low in fat and cholesterol and • Consume foods that contain good sources of vitamin Bl2 to avoid
high in fiber. Those who follow a healthy vegetarian diet typically
becoming anemic. Good sources include milk and eggs for those who
have a decreased risk for high blood pressure, heart disease, diabeconsume them as well as some cereals and soymilk that are fortified with
tes, cancer and obesity.
vitamin B]2. As a last resort, vitamin B|2 supplements can be taken, but
no more than 100% of the RDA should be consumed.
The following guidelines can help to ensure that you are
• Choose foods that are fortified with vitamin D, which includes milk, some
sticking to a healthy vegetarian diet and also meeting your
cereals and soy beverages. Vitamin D can also be made in the body from
nutritional needs.
exposure to sunlight.
• Plan your diet carefully and consume enough calories to meet
• One of the hardest nutrients for vegans to consume is calcium. Good
your daily energy needs with a variety of
plant sources of calcium include broccoli, seeds, nuts, legumes, dark leafy
low fat foods. A general healthy vegetargreens, okra, bok choy and fortified tofu, soy beverages, orange juice and
ian diet consists of approx. 3 servings of
cereals.
whole grains daily; 4 servings of vegeta• Ensure that enough iron is consumed to meet your needs. The best
bles daily; 3 servings of fruit daily; 2-3
sources for vegetarians to obtain iron include legumes, whole grains, tofu,
servings of legumes or other meat alternadark green leafy vegetables, seeds and iron fortified cereals. It is
tives daily; and 2-3 servings of low fat
recommended that vegetarians consume vitamin C rich foods including
dairy or calcium fortified soy milk, yogurt
citrus fruits and juices, broccoli, tomatoes and green peppers at each meal.
and cheese.
• Choose a variety of foods that contain zinc, which includes whole wheat
• Ensure that you consume enough protein,
breads and grains, legumes, tofu, seeds and nuts. Avoid zinc supplements
especially vegans. If a variety of plant
unless recommended by your doctor, as high doses can be harmful.
based foods are consumed, e.g. oatmeal,
legumes and soy, the body can make the
If you need any help with creating and sticking to a vegetarian diet, please
necessary proteins that it needs to function.
contact Jon Unsworth at nutrition@clemson.edu.
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BRANDON BOATWRIGHT
SPORTS EDITOR

The final decision was made on a Thursday this past summer about
the playing future of Clemson linebacker Stanley Hunter. Because
of an ongoing battle with epilepsy, the sophomore from Byrnes High
School in nearby Duncan, S.C., would be forced to retire from football.
Stanley went home the following Friday to be with his family fJ
the weekend. He was devastated. "It hit me so hard," he said, "I
such high hopes and expectations for all that I had worked for.
I found out that I would have to put those aside, I had so many eij
tions at that point I didn't know what to think."
On Saturday morning, Stanley got a call from one of his best frij
high school teammate and fellow Tiger Chad Diehl. Diehl, who lives
minutes away from Stanley's house, told Stanley that he would be coming over and to come outside and wait on him. Chad and his family
pulled up to Stanley's house to greet him and his family. He came over
because he wanted to show Stanley his new tattoo. When Stanley saw
the number 17 inked into Chad's arm he broke down. Last year, Stanley wore No. 17 in his first season with the Tigers — a season in which
he compiled an impressive 37 tackles in only 158 snaps. "When Chad
came to my house and showed me that tattoo, I couldn't say anything,
do anything — I just started crying," said Hunter, "he just hugged me
and said that everything was going to be alright."
After that, said Stanley, it was like a snowball effect. Players and
coaches wanted to step in to offer their support and encouragement
for their brother.
Halfway into the season, the number 17 is still highly visible when
Clemson takes the field. After hearing that their teammate and friend
would not be with them on the field, Stanley's teammates took it upon
themselves to have a different player wear his number each week this
season to honor him.
Brandon Maye, Willy Korn, Xavier Dye, Marquan Jones, DeAndre
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MIAMI frontpaged
a very balanced attack with 187 yards
through the air, and 195 yards on the
ground. Another key to the Tigers
having a successful day against Miami will be the play of the tight ends,
Michael Palmer and Durrell Barry.
Palmer only needs four receptions to
become the first Clemson tight end to
record 20 receptions in a season since
K.D. Dunn 25 years ago.
Swinney said that beating a good
Wake Forest team soundly will also
help with the Tiger's confidence
as they stare down the rest of their
schedule. "You gain confidence when
vou play well and you get the results,"
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Swinney said. "That's the biggest
thing you get out of it. Our team
will be confident. Hopefully we'll
be able to carry over the attention
to detail and the focus. I don't
think we'll have any problem at all
getting them ready to play. They'll
be ready to go, I assure you. You
just have to make sure you harness
their energy in the right direction."
On a final note, Clemson cornerback Chris Chancellor will
wear the No. 6 jersey instead of
his usual No. 38, in honor his
high school teammate and friend
Jasper Howard, the University of
Connecticut cornerback who was
tragically killed over the weekend.
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NOON GAMES from pageCl
relationship with the SEC. I always
like to think about the different conferences in the NCAA like women
that ESPN hangs out with whenever
it feels the need. The ACC represents
the common-looking, yet dependable woman in this ESPN metaphor,
while the SEC is the beautiful and
leggy blonde with the extremely hot
Southern accent.
What happened is that after
spending time with the SEC, ESPN
began to get too used to having the
conference around. The SEC started
getting too comfortable, spending
numerous nights with ESPN and
eventually leaving its toothbrush and
unmentionables at ESPN's apartment.
One day, the SEC ran into its old
friend, the Big-10, and noticed that
the conference was happily married
to its own network. The SEC also
happened to notice that even the retarded stepchild of the NCAA, Notre
Dame, had its own relationship on a
contract with NBC.
It did not take long before the SEC
got into crazy/jealous girlfriend mode
and threatened to walk out on ESPN
if it did not commit. While ESPN
hated to give up its random play with
the other conferences, it wasn't about
to let that hot blonde walk out of its
life. In the end, the network did what
most men are eventually forced into
and made a grand proposal to lock
down the beautiful woman before
someone else did.
While the loss of a viable outlet
for Clemson games is not particularly positive, I cannot honestly say
I blame ESPN for its actions. Upon
facing the tough decision of losing
either the best football conference in
the NCAA or the rest or the football
conferences, the network ended up
making the smartest business decision.
From top to bottom, the SEC is

by far the most talented and wellcoached conference in college football. While it is well known that
the SEC has great teams at the top,
it is amazing how talented the cellar
teams are in the SEC when compared
to the bottom teams in other leagues.
I don't know about you, but I'd rather
watch Vanderbilt battle against Mississippi State over the ensuing pillow
fight of a UVA versus Duke matchup
any day.
Not to mention the National
Championship appearances that the
SEC has appeared in over recent
years. The SEC has sent five squads
to the National Championship since
the inception of the BCS system.
Their combined record? A paltry
5-0. For those who need it in baseball
terms, the SEC is currently batting
one thousand when it comes to National Championship games.
The SEC has gone 12-5 in BCS
bowls, winning 71 percent of the nationally prestigious bowls that they
have played in. Year after year, the
vaunted conference seems to send
multiple teams to the highest level of
bowls.
The ACC, on the other hand, is in
dire need of a massive facelift. While
the SEC always seems to have a competitor in the National Title game,
the last time an ACC team was in
the Championship game was FSU in
2001. The Seminoles lost that game,
as well as the following three BCS
matchups that they only gained access to through winning the championship in a weak ACC.
Florida State did, however, win the
ACC's only BCS National Championship in 2000, taking down Michael Vick and the Virginia Tech
Hokies on the shoulders of Peter
Warrick and Chris Weinke. The lone
National Championship marks one
of the ACC's two BCS bowl game
victories since the system was implemented in 1998. In fact, the ACC
has been so competitively inept that

the conference has never even sent an
at-large team to a BCS bowl.
Looking over the statistics from
the past decade of football, it would
seem that the ACC has been undeserving of a major television contract
as well as the automatic BCS bid
that is bestowed upon the conference
champion. The ACC has quickly
aged to become the ugly and boring
girl at the party who everyone wishes
would leave.
What the ACC needs most to shed
itself of the new role the conference
has taken on over the past years is a
complete makeover from top to bottom.
There was a time when the top
teams in the ACC were playing every
Saturday with national title implications, but now all of the teams are
just trying to eek their way into the
Orange Bowl. The ACC desperately
needs to find a new identity; preferably one that involves double digit
win teams playing for the conference
title in November.
But until that happens, it would
seem that the middle of the pack
teams in the Atlantic Coast Conference will be relentlessly subjected to
the doldrums of noon games due to
a lack of media outlets. While noon
games may be the most god-awful
invention since Brett Favre created
indecision, it looks like we will be
seeing plenty more of them over the
ensuing years.
My advice? Make the most of
it and enjoy the games because the
ACC scene doesn't look like it will
be changing for a while. While it
is tough to get up and face a noon
game, it's amazing how much football you can watch on television after
a noon kickoff for Clemson.
So, for the next time our campus
is subjected to yet another lunchtime start, I will leave you with this
knowledge: Lucky Charms and beer
go together a lot better than you
would ever guess.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 2009 8:00 PM
All proceeds benefit the All Faiths Chapel and Student Memorial Gardens
To register or find out more information, please visit our website at
www.clemsonstudentmemoml5k.com
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Penley reloads, Tiger golf season rolling nicely
ALEX URBAN
STAFF WRITER

Losing seniors David May and Phillip Mollica would be a hit to any golf team in the nation.
But add the loss of All-American Kyle Stanley and
Sam Saunders to the pro ranks, and any golf fan
wouldn't be surprised if this year were viewed as a
rebuilding year. But Head Coach Larry Penley has
done what he has always done at Clemson; he has
reloaded.
Clemson has been a perennial golf powerhouse
under coach Penley, and the Tigers look to be
headed toward another solid season with the new
talent replacing the fantastic group of players lost
from last year. The Tigers finished ninth out of 12
teams at the Carpet Capital Classic in Dalton, Ga.,
in their first tournament of the season, but the result was better than it looks on paper, as the field
for the tournament was extremely deep.
Clemson then finished second at the rain-short-

ened Brickyard Invitational in Macon, Ga.
When asked about what impact there was and
how the team was handling the loss of four players from last years squad, including Stanley, Coach
Penley explained how the new players were stepping into their roles and that the team was full of
talent.
"Losing him [Stanley] along with two seniors
and Sam Saunders was tough," Penley said, "but
the new players on the team are very talented and
have already started contributing to the team."
Penley also believes that senior Ben Martin is
ready to step into Kyle Stanleys shoes as being
the rock that the rest of the team can rely on and
feed off of. Martin had a great sophomore year
and summer, culminating in a remarkable runnerup finish at the U.S. Amateur Championship in
Oklahoma.
"It is important that he [Martin] plays well. He
will also have a pretty big tournament to prepare
for in April that I am sure will have his attention,"

Penley said.
Penley was referring to the Masters played in
April at Augusta, which Martin qualified for with
his finish at the U.S. Amateur. The Tigers will be
looking to him for leadership, and Coach Penley
believes he has all the tools to fill that roll.
Clemson is already getting production from
new players on the team. Highly touted freshman Crawford Reeves fired a second round twounder par 70 that put him in a tie for 21st at the
Brickyard, and Will Ovenden, playing in the first
tournament of his college career, finished in a tie
for 28th. Corbin Mills is also contributing to this
young team.
Penley knows what it takes to win an ACC
championship, and he feels that the Tigers have
the talent to compete with GT (the highest ranked
team in the ACC currently) and the rest of the
conference. "Our goal is to win the ACC championship, but it starts with building confidence and
trust within the team so they can learn to win. And

we are already building a lot of confidence on this
team," Penley said when asked about the team's
goals for this season.
It is remarkable how quickly Penley can reload
a team that lost so many strong players, but it isn't
surprising to him.
"Having players like Lucas Glover have pro-success raises the bar for our current players. It shows
them that if they work hard like those guys [former
Clemson golfers on the PGA Tour] it is there for
them if they want it," Penley said.
The recent exposure of former Clemson players like Glover on the PGA Tour will only help
recruiting and perceptions of the program, though
according to Penley, most in the state already know
about the strength of the golf program. The combination of these two factors should make Clemson
a formidable opponent this season and the future.
The Clemson golf team plays this weekend at the
Isleworth Collegiate in Windermere, Fla., to conclude its fall schedule.

Tennis
not quite
there yet
APRIL WADE
STAFF WRITER
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TANGER
Simply text
for an exclusive TEXT coupon
Text now to receive a coupon for a
FREE $10 Tanger gift card.
Limit one $10 gift card per person and per cell phoneJ|
Must present phone/text message at Tanger Customer/
Shopper Services in Commerce, GA to receive the free!
$10 Tanger gift card. Offer expires 10/18/09.
*Standard text messaging fees apply

SHOP OVER 120 BRAND NAME OUTLETS INCLUDING
Polo Ralph Lauren Factory Store HOLLISTER Bass
NAUTICA Aeropostale CALVIN KLEIN Gap Outlet
Nike Factory Store JOURNEYS Factory Brand Shoes
PACSUN rue21 J.CREW LOFT Outlet MAURICES
ABERCROMBIE & FITCH Timberland AND MORE

The men's tennis team had a great start
in this weekend's ITA Carolina's Regional
that began on Friday in Chapel Hill,
N.C., but the Tigers would only make it
to the quarterfinal round.
The team's singles players stood their
ground on Friday in the first round, but
only two made it through the second
round. The third round finished up the
Tigers.
Wesley Moran, Derek Difazio and Rok
Bizjak each won their first round matches and fellow teammate Carlos Alvarez
passed through with a first round bye.
Moran defeated North Carolina Central's
Jack Waissen in the first two sets, 6-4 in
the first and a clean 6-1 in the second.
Difazio took a win against Elon's Alberto
Rojas with a 7-5, 6-7 and 6-4 in the three
sets. Bizjak cleaned up for the first round
by taking both sets six games to two.
In the second round, Moran fell to
Sawyer Duncan of Furman and Difazio
fell to Duke's Henrick Cunha in a quick
two set match. Alvarez held his own in his
first match of the weekend by defeating
Davidson's Walker Lyons in two sets both
six games to two. Bijzak slipped through
the second round by default when Wake
Forest's David Hopkins was injured.
The last players still in the tournament
for Clemson were defeated in the third
round. It took all three sets for Jose Hernandez of UNC to beat Bizjak. Bizjak
took the first set with 4-6, but Hernandez
took the last two both 6-4. Alvarez didn't
even get a chance against Torsten Wieteska
from Duke who beat him in the first set
with seven games to five and in the second
set with six games to four.
The doubles teams had a better weekend in the tournament. Doubles team Bizjak-Moran didn't make it out of the first
round, but Alvarez-Difazio made it all the
way to the quarterfinals.
Bizjak-Moran defeated both the UNCAsheville team of Langeard-Waissen and
the UNC team Ahari-Parker. They ended
their time in the tournament with a loss to
Michel-Wiestoska from Duke.
Alvarez-Difazio started off the tournament strong by breezing through the first
round. They first defeated Blank-Sharma
from UNCWilmington. The second
game was an 8-6 win against ProbhakarSherwood from Wake Forest. In the final
game, they defeated Cressoni-Sheehan to
head to the quarterfinals.
Play in the quarterfinals didn't last long
for the Alvarez-Difazio team. They lost
their first game to Donato-Hardy from
North Carolina six games to eight to finish the weekend.
Clemson's doubles teams showed great
promise in this early preseason tournament..The Tigers play again Nov. 6 at the
Virginia Tech Invitational.
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Go fly a kite

SECTION

rock your whole life, you've read the book
and know the gist of the story. One evening,
Max (Max Records, energetic and endearing),
dressed in his wolf costume, gets a little too
rowdy and is sent to bed by his mother (the
always delightful Catherine Keener). Instead,
he retreats into his own little world. Literally.
This is about as rigid as the film gets in
sticking to its source material. From here
onward, Jonze lets the wild rumpus start.
His creative stamp comes across in the
personalities he gives to the Wild Things
themselves. Carol (James Gandolfini) is their
leader; Catherine O'Hara voices Judith, the
loner; Forest Whitaker is the humble one,
Ira; KW (Lauren Ambrose) has a history
with Carol; and Alexander (Paul Dano), the
goat-like Thing, is not much bigger than
Max and knows how it feels to be ignored.
These characters are no longer just terrible
creatures gnashing their terrible teeth. They're
something more profound. These are Max's
emotions.
What Jonze and company have created

is not so much a children's film as it is a
film about childhood; about this little boy
trying to articulate all these feelings that
are weighing down on him. It's really kind
of profound. So, never mind that the film's
almost completely lacks plot. Jonze has never
been one for convention, and God bless him
for it.
If there's a reason why "Where the Wild
Things Are" falls just short of greatness, it may
be that Jonze and Eggers have tried a little too
hard to add substance to the story. The film's
a little long, and some of the philosophical
layers feel a little unnecessary.
For the most part, though, "Where the
Wild Things Are" is just like its pint-sized
hero: adventurous, energetic and fun. If
you're a fan of the book, you'll want to eat it
up, you'll love it so.

Where the Wild Tilings Are

COURTESY OF WARNER BROTHERS

California duo drops sophomore album.

aron Smith is an incredibly

A laid
I back individual, giving

^

off the impression that he is
simply in the industry because
of
his
, genuine love for making music. The frontman of the
duo Shwayze is an artist who has a style all his own. Recently,
Smith agreed to talk with TimeOut and share insider details about
his new CD, "Let It Beat."
Smith, who was born and raised in Malibu, Calif., was working
at a local Starbucks when he attended a party at the home of fellow
musician and former Whitestarr frontman Cicso Adler. The two
began collaborating, and after three months in the studio together,
Smith and Adler decided to join forces officially under the name
Shwayze.
The duo's self-titled first album debuted two-and-a-half
years ago and encompassed a mellow vibe, including acoustically
performed tracks. Hits like Shwayze's first two singles "Buzzin"'
and "Corona and Lime" reached the top 50 on Billboard Hot 100
charts in the United States. Although the smooth, hip-hop beats

WHAT'S
going

of the first CD awarded
Shwayze with top 10 album
sales, a reality television show
on MTV and a much sought-after
Ak 10 JB^V it& s'ot on tne ^'"ls Warped Tour, the
[
II k \_/\:Bb duo decided to expand their style
>—^—/—^
by producing a fresh sound of tracks
suitable for any dance party.
"Let it Beat," Shwayze's latest project, will be released on Nov.
3. According to Smith, who seemed extremely excited about the
new CD, "Let it Beat" is "compiled of all new ingredients." The first
single, "Get U Home," is already available for download on iTunes.
To promote the release of the anticipated album, Smith said
he is constantly updating his accounts on Facebook, Twitter and
MySpace (check out @shwayze and @MRCISCOADLER).
On Nov. 5, Shwayze will kick off the Party Rock Tour with
LMFAO, but not before making a stop at ABC's "Good
Morning America" on Friday, Oct. 23. Among the places
he's performed, Smith said he's enjoyed the international
scene the most, in particular "Germany for
the European radio tour, where one show
actually featured Lady GaGa," said Smith. "It
was awesome to see people who appreciate the
music that don't even speak the language."

Lynyrd Skynyrd

Camelot

Bi-Lo Center, Greenville

Brooks Center for the
Performing Arts

8 p.m.
$29 - $89
SATURDAY

(XTOBl R

3 p.m.
$25 students /
$35 adults

COMiCTOBER
featuring comedian
Ben Hague
Tillman Auditorium
8 p.m.
free with student I.D.

Smith, who said his talents would have led him to the NBA if
it wasn't for Shwayze, credits everyday life as his muse for making
music. "I am always inspired," the singer said. "I gather inspiration
from everywhere. Life. Even everyday life in Malibu. You just have
to take notice of what's going on around you. Girls and women
always find their way in, too."
Good looks, athletic prowess
and musical talent? Shwayze
seems to have it all in the

COURTESY OF SHWAYZE

Maserati, part of the
WSBF88.1 concert
series
The Den, downtown
Clemson
10 p.m.
Free

Book Exchange
Sigma Tau Delta
Class of 1941 Studio,
Daniel Hall
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Free to browse
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Monday-Friday 9-6
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Private Bathrooms!

Pet Friendly!

24-Hour Computer Lab!

Rates Starting at $ 3 2 o!
Price includes water, wireless internet and cable!
All prices are per person per month. Offer applies to 4 bed condo, Townhome A and Townhome B.
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Do the stanky leg. On Tuesday. On
Bowman Field.

Gemini
May 21 -June 21

47

Flip flops on the library bridge make for
disaster before 10 a.m. Avoid at all costs.
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Don't let your parents put you in a hot
air balloon in Colorado. And don't
change your name to Falcon.
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You may be glad you dropped that
class befote it was too late, but your
lab partnet isn't so thrilled. Beware of
vengeful classmates.

73

8

6

1

3

■HEll
1. In which ocean is the fastest current found?

2. What color was Elvis Presley's famous Cadillac?

3. Which president's profile is on the U.S. dime?

4. To how many years is one cosmic year equivalent?

5. Which two countries make up the IPerian Peninsula?

Libra

75

"
ACROSS
1. Chinese
flavoring
4. Surprise
9. Type of music
12. Looked
14. Squeal (2
wds.)
15. Oaf
16.
matter
17. Dracula drink
18. Volcano
19. Cleans plates
(2 wds.)
21. Makes into
law
23. Shout
24. Fox hole
25. Second letter
28. Expression of
surprise
31. Russian ruler
34. Capital of
Bahrain
36. High naval
rank (abbr.)
38. Christmas
month

40. Enchant
41. Popular food
43. Lounge
44. Heat unit
45. Truss
46. Groove
48. Queasy
51. Ailing
53. Eye
54. Big truck
56. Ingest
58. Capital of
Alaska
61. God doubting
belief
66. Experts
67. Express
indifference
69. Cut the peel
off
70. Small ground
plot
71. Swarms
72. Academy
(abbr.)
73. Hearing part
74. Beginning
75. Only

DOWN
1. Alcoholic
beverage
2. Monetary unit
3. Precious stones
4. Shelter under
branches
5. Malay
Peninsula
6. A spinning toy
(2 wds.)
7. Collection of
animals
8. Closed
9. Reserve Officers
Training Corps.
10. Relative
11. Parent teacher
groups
13. Dit's partner
15. Rests against
20. Sham
22. Gauze
25. Lures
26. Boredom
27. Duty
29. Type of nut
30'. Wood tool

32. Mud brick
33. Submit for
consideration
34. Coffee brand
35. Clever
37. Mutilate
39. House pet
42. Caesar's three
43. Compass
point
47. Singing voice
49. Peak
50. Killed in
action
52. Bean
55. Enthusiasm
57. Anxiety
58. Jest
59. Ca. University
60. Not far
61. Greek god of
war
62. Resort hotel
63. Mexican
sandwich
64. Asian country
65. Surrender
68. Chicken

Sept. 23 - Oct. 23

The cold weather means you won't get
a sunburn next week at the game. This
means you actually CAN go with that
mermaid costume idea.

Leo
July 23 - Aug. 23
That decision you have been mulling
ovet? Go for it. You won't know if you
don't try.

Scorpio
Oct. 24-Nov. 21
.

Sagitarius
Nov. 22 - Dec. 21

Definition:
Mysterious digital collection of a student's random assignments
that both students and professors find worthless despite it being a
requirement for graduation.

0

1. Mix cottage or ricotta cheese, baby spinach,
spices, and 1/3 cup shredded cheese
2. Lay noodles flat surface and spread cheese mixture
on top
3. Roll noodles from bottom to top and place in pan,
side-by-side
4. Pour tomato sauce over rolls and sprinkle the
remaining shredded cheese
5. Bake at 350° for 20-25 minutes

Capricorn
Dec. 22-Jan. 19
Don't let wotk, school or yout future
worry you. It's time to focus on more
important things like what's on the
menu at Hatcombe today.
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Aquarius
Jan. 20-Feb. 19
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Pisces
Feb. 20 - March 20
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Grad

Zone

®

A congratulations is in order. You
deserve it! Consider rewarding
yourself with copious amounts of
dessett if you haven't alteady.

sjaMSu v zino |3
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®

You might want to considet getting
a pet. A hamstet would probably
appreciate your penchant for heavy
petting mote than the girls in your class
do.

.
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E!

The world needs more pancakes. Use
your expert flipping abilities and give
the people what they want.

rt fole o

a

%

It is in fact possible to ovetdose on
w chocolate. You will want to remember
that the next time you're at a potluck.

0' T W

Yield: 8 wheels
8 lasagna noodles, prepared al dente
1 cup cottage or ricotta cheese
2/3 cup shredded parmesan, mozzarella and/or romano
cheese
2 cups baPy spinach, chopped
1 cup spaghetti sauce
£ Spices to taste (salt, pepper and basil)

The stars align in your favor; all that
you attempt today will be highlighted
by unicorns, rainbows and maybe gold
stars.

Virgo
Aug. 24 - Sept. 22

HE U/EEK
E
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inach Lasaana
Wheels

|MH

Experience and Sub-specialties consistently in highest demand are:
• Engineering: electrical, chemical, nuclear, mechanical and aeronautical.
• Sciences: physics, biology, chemistry, toxicology, virology and veterinary science.
• Computer Science: telecommunications, shipping/logistics and procurement/acquisitions.
Our global partners include: multi-national and public entity firms focused on the most advanced
engineering and scientific research projects.
Competitive candidates will have native fluency in a foreign language and a demonstrated ability to liv
and work overseas.
Please apply by sending resume/CV and cover letter to humanresources@gradjobzone.com or mail to:
Gradjobzone.com 1440 Coral Ridge Drive, Suite 338 Coral Springs, FL 33071
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TRAVIS TRAMPLES

THROUGH THE TRENDS

3

/\

my favorite part: the bitching. Students
complaining about how their noses are
running, they have four assignments
due in an hour, they just bombed an
exam and they only got two hours of
sleep last night. Well, get on your sickly,
annoying way and out of my face! I'm
still healthy.
They do have reason not to be
just at home in bed recovering. As
students we do technically have sick
days, but those conflict with alarm-fail
days, snooze days, just-don't-even-care
days and hangover days. And even if
we are pure with our absences, most
teachers make it hard as hell for those
who miss a day of class to get away
with it, and sickness is just another
unlikely excuse. Clearly, this attitude
comes from the look-at-me-I'm-an-aUpowerful-teacher-and-don't-you-forgetit complex. This, of course, developed
when professors themselves were in
school and were neglected by other
students for random deformities and an
inability to relate to others. Since they
found solace and comfort in their own
teachers (who naturally had to embrace
these rejects), our teachers today have

.

NEED A JOB?
STRAIGHTEN YOUR SMILE
BYTHEENDOFTHEYEAR!
SIX MONTH

SMILES
& COSMETIC DENTISTRY
Adult <

Ml

. irst impressions are irreversible. By achieving a
beautiful, healthy smile through Six Month Smiles™,
you're ensuring that no matter the situation, be it
that crucial job interview, or a night out with friends,
vour impressions will be flawless.
Imagine, by graduation, your smile can equip you
vith confidence for the real world. The power of a
gleaming grin boosts even the best resumes!

Before

After

Call for your FREE consultation with Dr. Hardy
PLUS receive $500 off the cost of
Six Month Smiles™ cosmetic braces!
Receive a FREE whitening kit, valued at $300.
Six Month Smiles™ adult cosmetic braces work in
six months or less!
We also do veneers, Lumineers™ and Zoom! Whiteningm

m Cornerstone
L^J

DENTISTRY

Dale A. Hardy, DMD • 864-222-9001
www.cornerstonesmiles.com

joined the ranks of those professors who
are determined to polish the strange
students and blemish the normal ones.
Now believe it or not, to those
infected by bugs, sickness is a power,
and with great power comes great
responsibility. Clearly, sick ones, you
must use your powers to band against
these zealous professors. In other
words, you must sneeze in their general
direction, or better yet, directly into
their coffee.
So, right, back to bitching. It's
annoying. Most people are going to
assume any problems you are suffering
from you brought about yourself. So
your moaning actually sounds like
righteous justification of irresponsibility.
If you got sick, it's probably because
you were sharing shots with random
people, making out with everyone
and everything, draining Bud Light
until it actually tasted good, staying up
watching "Jackass," eating from dining
halls, licking windows, getting bit by
squirrels, etc. Tell us about how you got
sick — those are the stories we want to
hear. And for those of you who think
you're getting sick randomly, I say you're
wrong and you need to spend more time
in front of the mirror each morning.
Truly what has become a sickness
is the individual desire to complain.
It's a social contagion that gets us all
sick of each other. It seems our only
way to communicate is to complain
about things to each other. Hell, I'm
complaining right now. I can't control
it. It's taking over. This virus has infected
us all.
So yes, complaining is relatively
inevitable. Like death, taxes and fart
jokes, it's just something that will
always be around. And I suppose we
already know that, so we should know
how to take it. It's like an intense spice
that delightfully makes you burn, or a
vibrant sour that pleasurably makes you
cringe. Listening to it isn't always as easy
as is spewing complaints yourself, but
there are people who don't mind doing
that listening, and if you're lucky, you
won't have to pay some self-righteous,
supposedly educated shrink $200 an
hour to listen to you vent.
But now, a very important
imploration: If you're sick, stay away
from me. I'm tired of this.

"The Blair Witch Project" was released in 1999 and
follows three college students into the eerie woods
of Burkittsville, Md„ in pursuit of the local legend
called the Blair Witch. Because the film is shown as
a documentary, it presents an "as if you were there"
feeling. The fate of the three students becomes
unknown after a fearful encounter, yet their footage
is discovered and serves up as an incredible spinetingling, hair-raising October flick.
"Halloween." The Michael Meyers saga holds a
special place in the hearts of many fiends of All
Hallows Eve. ''Halloween" is considered the master of
slasher films. The brother-sister dichotomy combined
'icious murders and a police chase, surrounding
of cinemas most violent and well-known villains,
sure to get you jumping out of your seat.
"The Shining" takes place in an evil hotel that is
occupied by a family of a mother, father and son. The
hotel drives the father absolutely crazy which sends
the mother into mass hysteria. The son has psychic
abilities and is able to see into murders of the past.
\fter becoming drowned in alcohol, the father tries
o murder his wife and son in the same way that a
butler of the hotel had done in the past. "The Shining"
is definitely an iconic horror movie of the 21 st century.
"Saw." With the sixth installment coming our way
today, the "Saw" franchise has taken the genre of
horror to an entire new level. Gore has never been
so prominent in films of the past. Sick-minded Jigsaw
attempts to teach people the value of life by putting
them into life-threatening puzzles that are almost
impossible to escape. His legacy long ensues after
he is dead, and hopefully offers some resolution after
years of killing.

7~heu-t u)euJ cu
Safety First
Don't get the vaccine
H1N1 isn't bad
Drugs harm our children.

Working Mom
The Gosselin kids sad
Cameras gone, no money
Kate needs a real job.

□Piacri
a bout
pubic hair
—
that
^.
bush
of
steel wool, that truprion of
coarse, frizz)' wire between
our legs — is that despite the fact that
we all have it, and despite the fact that
we all know we all have it, we are still
painfully sell-conscious and disgusted
by it — we're self-conscious about our
own bushes and disgusted by others'.
And so we landscape.
Generally, most women shave, and
men expect women to shave. Men are
almost always repulsed by any wild
growth between the legs (the only guys
I've met who don't agree are Europeans,
and you don't trust a European when it
comes to body hair). Some girls clean it
up around the edges; others leave a little
landing strip (what is the point or mat?).
Some guys like the landing strip, but 1
like it clean and smooth.
These are not incendiary opinions.
Most women shave as a matter of
hygienic principle and men expect

movies to watch during
Halloween PAITLIN DAKER

"The Ring" made its debut in 2002 as a remake of
the 1998 Japanese horror flick. The American version
focuses on a cursed videotape of disturbing, random
black and white images. When the tape is finished,
the viewer receives a haunting phone call from a
mysterious girl who promises death to the viewer in
seven days. Thanks to the advancements of modern
DVD technology, watching "The Ring" at home
fortunately avoids the VHS curse.

TRAVIS ANDERSON

Summer was a season of death
and illness. And yet, after a
month of fall has passed, the
trend continues.
Unfortunately for you,
dear readers, that means this week's
trampling will be as funny as coming
down with the swine. On the other
hand, science enthusiasts, you should
carry on.
Now, when I say death, I mean the
seemingly frequent number of deaths
among notable and renowned public
figures. Like everything popular, it
all began when Michael, that smooth
criminal himself, made kicking the
bucket fashionable this fall. (Too soon,
you say?!)
Anyway, I'm more interested in
the "illness" side of this morbid trend
because we don't hear much from the
dead. We know about swine flu. We
know about Purell dispensers. We know
what you did last summer. But still we
get sick. Obviously, we have no control
over these things. We are pawns in a
germ war, and it's beginning to feel like
both sides have nukes.
So, yeah, you get sick. Then comes

mm

cleanliness of them. Any man who finds
the Amazon rainforest and is forced to
dodge monkeys swinging from vines
is immediately repulsed (take note,
girls: repulsion equals mrn-otf). But
why does this not work both ways? Are
girls not repulsed by pubic hair as well?
Whatever the reason, men don't seem ro
feel that they need to hold themselves to
the same standards that they do women.
This disparity is based on strict
gender roles; women carry with their
femininity the expectation of fullbod)- hairlessness, while men, as part
of their masculinity, let their bodies
mn Sasquatch wild. A woman who
doesn't shave her legs or underarms is
considered a beast, and a man who does
shave south of his neck is a fair)'. We
generally all comply with unquestioning
obedience to these suffocating codes.
Maybe its time we shook things
up a little. Forget stria codes based
on antiquated ideals. Forget gender
roles based on insecurity and narrowmindedness. I say. when it comes to
landscaping, let there be equality!
For equality's sake. I'm endorsing

ff'cufki*

ISHLEY PRISP

Falcon Floats
"Wife Swap" takes flight
Boy in Colorado gone...
Just kidding, he's back.

Late Night Lessons
Dave Letterman says
It's fine to have mistresses
Just tell everyone.
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manscaping. nor lady Sasquatches.
Three things prevent men from
shaving: chauvinism (it is the woman
who must shave her body), gender
roles (shaving body hair is girlv) and
general indifference. In defense of male
hairiness, I've heard girls say that simple
trimming is adequate, and others say
that clean-shaven genitalia feels like
they're with a boy, not a man. Fair
enough.
Despite these claims, I do believe
that most women would be pleased by
an equalizing of the body hair standard.
If ir comes down ro choosing between a
raging bush and a baby's bottom. I'd be
amazed it the majority of women don't
choose the latter. A clean-shaven pubic
region is just that: clean. It's neat, tidy
and much more attractive than gross,
coarse, curly fuzz crowding around
genitalia.
We guys thank you girls for keeping
it smooth. It is always a pleasure to find
things kept tidy. And, guys, check your
egos and clean yourselves up. You'll find
that girls appreciate ir, and you may
come to like it as well.
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t what point is it no longer
acceptable to use the word
£^—Vm—not—talking
about using the word in a
■simile (which I endorse, as
American vernacular would profit from
an awareness of rhetorical devices). No,
I'm talking about like using the word
as if like, you're, like, 13 years old or
something.
Allow me to contextualize.
I a freshman and in 100-level general
education courses with teenagers who
compose a wide range of majors, I
might not be so appalled. Offended
nonetheless, but not appalled.
Now, in an upper-level English
course, composed of juniors, seniors
and grad students who are all at least 20
years old and English majors — people
who have spent years studying the
English language, who before becoming
an English major have spent lifetimes
developing an alleged proficiency in,
and passion for the subject — the usage

of the word "like" as if you're a pre-teen
Miley Cyrus fanatic is the ultimate sin
— you just don't doit.—
I hear it done in two different upperlevel English classes by two different
English majors. In addition, they're both
girls. Persistent use of the world "like" is
a distinctly female characteristic, but this
article is not centered on this tendency.
Rather, the fact that two different
English majors, months away from
receiving their B.A. — a degree meant
to certify their proficiency in English
— still speak English like teenagers is
symptomatic of a larger issue; Americans
simply don't know English.
It is appalling and embarrassing
how incompetently Americans use their
native language (I don't exclude myself;
despite being an English major, my
grasp of the language is rudimentary
at best). Common mistakes are found
in Americans' inability to differentiate
there, their and they're. Too many
Americans can't distinguish terms

indicating location, possession and
a contraction. This past weekend, a
20-year-old college student asked me,
"'too' with two Os means also, right?"
The British make fun of American
English, and they're absolutely justified
for doing so. Listen to an American
speak; his vocabulary is painfully limited,
and the words he does know are often
used incorrectly. Listen to a Brit speak,
and it's Shakespeare in comparison.
How have we gotten to this point?
Why are we so appallingly incapable
of properly using our own language? It
begins with education. Americans are
given brief and barely basic English
grammar lessons^
We can't even identify parts of
speech.
Language
and
literature
emphasis receive too little emphasis in
early education, and Americans grow up
complacent about how they use English.
We don't read, we don't know grammar
mistakes when we make them and we
dori'rcare.

We claim that American English
is invenrhw, fiill of slang and clever
linguistic
irregularities.
It's
not
inventiveness — it's laziness. Where we
have lapses in our English, we create
language band-aids. As a result, bur
language is based around curses ("fuck"
replaces most verbs, and "shit" is good
for most nouns) and invented words like
"y'all" and "ain't" help us indulge our
laziness and mask our ignorance;—
Many may think, so what? So what
if we don't speak perfect English? Well,
you're right — there is no real direct
effect since we continue to be able to
communicate. But what about pride?
Americans take pride in their country
— America's strength in the world, its
democracy, its freedoms. But when it
comes to speaking English, and general
competency of one's native language,
America is a joke. We have managed to
hide our English incompetence from
ourselves, but the rest of the world is

laughing.

Just one among the 100 different acids
found in coffee, this chemical accounts for
the liquid's glossy appearance as IAJSII as the
somewhat sour flavor we detect in every
sip. Depending on the strength of the roast,
the auinic acid may vary in its boldness of
acidic taste.

S» S M!S&^WMMSif^3MS3
Like dates, cranberries and red grapes,
coffee has joined the society of super sources
of antiot-idants thanks to this acid. As a
protector of free-radical damage, coffee can
provide you i*)ith age- and disease-fighting
defenses that wili. strengthen your immune
s^stecu. and keep you looking younger and
feeling healthier
v

WifflJE
Nearly 99 percent of every cup of coffee
is good ol' plain HJ~>- As nature's best
solvent water leaches flavors and
oils from coffee beans, and provides
a medium through which heat can
circulate. Depending on your tolerance
level, the diuretic nature of caffeine
causes the water in your cup to sooner
or later end up as water in your toilet.

Yflost people, agree coffee smells good. The
■asant aroma is a result of a brewed
{end of chemicjas. some of which, like
dimethyl sulfide, are less detectable than
others. 'Produced from the roasting of green
coffee bea.r\s, this compound is fortunately
not overpoweringly noticeable, as it's also
responsible for Qiving human feces their less
than enjoyable odor.

This flavor concentrate naturally
occurs in a variety of food and drink,
including fish, whiskey and Wine. In
coffee, the chemical is responsible for
the deep, almost medicine-kke smell
that is characteristic of a cup of Java.
Interestingly enough, the chemical is
also found in cockroach pheromones,
signals that allow the insects to
communicate with each other.

yOhat does your cappuccino have in
common with microwaveable popcorn? This
chemical, of course, which gives both coffee
and popcorn its buttery, rich and smooth
taste. Tlhe flammable yellow liquid is also
common component of the artificial
flavoring found in the popular movie time
snack-

2>etter known as vitamin ~&3. this
chemical is shared Icy green leafy
vegetables, milk, cereal and, of course.
coffee. Created when temperatures rise
above 160 degrees Fahrenheit, niacin
ends up in our mugs when the methyl
group drops off the unstable trtyonelline
molecule. Just two or three shots of
espresso can provide half of your
recommended daily allowance of the
smical
naturally present in coffee, this chemical
is actually a torin produced when
bacteria starts to decompose protein.
It's better known for the work it does in
spoiled meat and the powerful, pungent
stench it causes. There's a reason
'putrescine' and 'putrid' share more than^
just their first four lettegfe

Coffee, the dark nectar of the gods, has been enjoyed
for centuries by all types of people and for a variety
of reasons. But regardless of its popularity, few are
aware of what's really in their cup of Java.

from the chemist's perspective, this coffee
ingredient is known as a molecule of niacin
attached to a methyl group that is broken
down into pyridines. for thejavajunkies,
we can understand it as the reason coffee
has a street, simple and earthy flavor. And
from either viewpoint, the chemical can be
appreciated for preventing cavities, as it
prevents the bacterium Streptococcus from
attaching to the teeth.
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LEMSON MAJOR EVENT

WfCkm*>wJ.
TigerPaw Productions aims to serve Clemson's
campus in a variety of ways. As an organization, we
recognize the importance of collaboration and encourage other organizations to partner with us to
bring entertainment to Clemson students. Our ultimate goal is to become a resource on campus for
all events in the areas of pre-event planning, event
management, and technical services.

OCTOBER
30TH
LITTLEJOHN COLISEUM

With the annual Student Government allocation,
you so often hear me talk about; we are able to attract popular national acts and to offer student discounts on tickets. In addition we have over 500
student members that make us a strong workforce
to help run any type of event. Partnering with us
can be a great way to make your entertainment
vision become a reality.

©TAILGATE TIGERAMA
Sponsored by:Omicron Delta Kappa

SHOW BEGINS

Many of our past events could not have been possible without the combined effort of TPP and other
student organizations like: Student Government,
CLEMSONLiVE, IFC, Empower, Sigma Chi, and
Sigma Phi Epsilon.

Featuring Dabo Swinneyand
the Tiger Football Team

This past Tuesday, Sigma Chi partnered with us to
help bring Blues Traveler. The show was keystone
event for Sigma Chi's Derby Days, a weeklong
fund-raiser for the Children's Miracle Network at
the Greenville Hospital System. A portion of ticket
revenue was able to benefit Sigma Chi's charity.
We would like to say a big thank you to Sigma Chi
for making Blues Traveler a success. We truly value
the partnerships we have with our fellow student
organizations. We welcome new collaborators any
time. If you are interested in working with us, on
any type of event, please don't hesitate to contact
us!
As always, if you have any questions, please let me
know at lcogles@clemson.edu.
Sincerely,

Laura Oglesby
Executive Director
TigerPaw Productions
www.backstagetpp. com

TICKETS:
SL8^

IN ADVANCE

W7CUID

Locations include the Alumni Center,
CU Athletic Dept. Ticket Office, Mr. Knickerbocker,
The Athletic Dept., Hubbard & Young Pharmacy,
the Student Bookstore, and the Tiger Sports Shop.

.£

www.ClemsonMajorEvents.co
1
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